A sheet media feeding device comprising a media feed path for feeding sheet media; and a media separator for separating sheet media that are overlapping when advanced into the media feed path. The media separator includes a separation roller, a retard roller that is pressed against the separation roller and applies a torque load, and a media offsetting member for feeding the sheet media to a nipping part of the separation roller and the retard roller with the sheet media offset to the separation roller side.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field

The present invention relates to a sheet media feeding device and to a sheet media separation method for separating and feeding sheet media such as checks and printing paper one sheet at a time. The invention also relates to a sheet media processing device such as a check reading device, a printer, a scanner, or a magnetic reading device that has a sheet media feeding device.

2. Description of Related Art

In banks and other financial institutions checks and check-like instruments (negotiable securities) are passed through a check reader to read an image of the front of the check and the magnetic ink characters and sort the instruments based on the result of this reading operation. As electronic check processing has become more common, the scanned check image data and magnetic ink character data are processed by a computer and the check instruments are managed by computer. Check processing systems of this type are taught, for example, in JP2004-206362(A), US2004/0257626(A), and US2004/0251588(A).

In order to accurately read the check information, the checks must be fed one at a time and conveyed passed the reading position of the magnetic head that is used for magnetic ink character reading and the reading position of the scanner that is used to image the check. If plural checks are overlapping as they are transported, the information cannot be accurately read and the checks may jam in the transportation path.

Media separation methods for feeding checks and other sheet media that are held in a stack one sheet at a time include methods that separate the sheet media from the stack by pressing the sheet media against a separation pad that is made from a material with a high coefficient of friction while feeding the sheets, and methods (retard roller methods) that separate the sheet media by passing the media between a separation roller against which the media are pressed and a retard roller that applies a torque load. See, for example, JP2001-48362(A).

In JP2001-48362(A), which teaches a sheet media supply mechanism that is suitable for separating and feeding high rigidity sheets one at a time, a separation pad is pivotally supported so that the contact surface of the separation pad presses tightly against the surface of the sheets being fed from the cassette case and prevents the sheets from being fed in a bundle to the retard roller-type separation roller pair. The sheet that is in contact with the separation pad is not fed by the media separation mechanism taught in JP2001-48362(A) because the separation pad is pressed against the sheet. However, when plural sheets are stacked together it is still possible for sheets that are not in contact with the separation pad to be fed as a bundle to the separation roller pair due to the friction between the sheets.

If two overlapping sheets are fed together to the retard-roller-type separation roller pair, the sheet on the retard roller side is prevented from being fed and only one sheet is supplied from the separation roller pair. However, if three or more sheets are fed as a bundle into the separation roller pair, the one sheet in contact with the retard roller is prevented from being advanced but a plurality of the other sheets may pass as a stack through the separation roller pair without separating from each other due to the friction between the sheets.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The sheet media feeding device and the sheet media separation method of the invention enable separating and sequentially feeding the sheet media one sheet at a time even if three or more sheet media are fed together toward the retard roller-type separation mechanism.

Other objects and attainments together with a fuller understanding of the invention will become apparent and appreciated by referring to the following description and claims taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an oblique view of a first embodiment of a check processing device incorporating the invention.

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the check processing device shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of the control system of the check processing device shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart describing the check processing operation of the check processing device shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is a schematic view showing the part where the check feeding mechanism is assembled in the check insertion unit of the check processing device shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B describe the operation of the pressing member of the check feeding mechanism.

FIG. 7A to FIG. 7D describe the operation of the check feeding mechanism.

FIG. 8 is an oblique view of a second embodiment of a check processing device incorporating the invention.

FIG. 9 describes the internal arrangement of the check processing device shown in FIG. 8.

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of the check feeding device of the check processing device shown in FIG. 8.

FIG. 11A to FIG. 11C describe the operation of the check feeding device shown in FIG. 10.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Preferred embodiments of a sheet media processing device having the sheet media feeding device according to the present invention are described below with reference to the accompanying figures.

Embodiment 1

A first embodiment of a check processing device employing the invention is described with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 7.

General configuration

FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are an oblique view and a plan view, respectively, of a check processing device according to a first embodiment of the invention. This check processing
device 1 has a main case 2 on the base and openable covers 4 and 5 that can open and close to the right and left pivoting on a vertical shaft 3 installed to an end part of the main case 2. A check transportation path 7 for conveying checks 6 is formed between the main case 2 and the openable covers 4 and 5.

[0027] The check transportation path 7 is defined by a narrow vertical channel that extends in substantially a U-shaped path when seen from above. The upstream end of the check transportation path 7 in the check transportation direction is connected through a check feeding channel 8, which is a narrow vertical slot, to a check insertion unit 9, which is a wide vertical slot. The downstream of the check transportation path 7 is connected to a check storage unit 10.

[0028] The check storage unit 10 has first and second diversion paths 11 and 12, which are narrow vertical channels connected to the downstream end of the check transportation path 7, a first storage pocket 13 and a second storage pocket 14 that are connected to the downstream ends of the diversion paths, and a gate lever 15 that switches position to direct the checks 6 into one of the storage pockets 13 and 14.

[0029] As shown in FIG. 1 the checks 6 have a magnetic ink character line 6a printed lengthwise along the bottom edge part of the check front 6a. The check amount, payer, check number, and signature are also recorded on the check front 6a against a specific background pattern, and an endorsement line is provided on the check back 6b. The checks 6 are inserted to the check insertion unit 9 with the tops and bottoms aligned and the check front 6a facing the outside of the U-shaped check transportation path 7.

[0030] A check feeding mechanism for delivering the checks 6, which are loaded in a batch of multiple checks, one at a time through the check feeding channel 8 into the check transportation path 7 is assembled in the check insertion unit 9. The check insertion unit 9 and this check feeding mechanism together render a check feeding device. As shown by the dotted lines in FIG. 2, the check feeding mechanism includes a pickup roller 16 for feeding the checks 6 inserted to the check insertion unit 9 into the check feeding channel 8, and a pressing member 17 for pressing the checks 6 against the pickup roller 16. A separation mechanism includes a separation pad 18 and a separation unit 19 of the retard roller type for separating and feeding the checks 6 conveyed along the check feeding channel 8 one at a time into the check transportation path 7. The check feeding mechanism is described in detail below with reference to FIG. 5.

[0031] As indicated by the dotted lines in FIG. 2, a front contact image scanner 21 for imaging the front of the check 6, a back contact image scanner 22 for imaging the back of the check 6, a magnetic head 23 for reading magnetic ink characters, and a printing mechanism 24 for printing "ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER," for example, on the check front are disposed in this order along the check transportation path 7.

[0032] After a check 6 is delivered from the check insertion unit 9 through the check feeding channel 8 and then travels through the check transportation path 7, the front and back sides of the check 6 are imaged and the magnetic ink character line 6a printed on the check front 6a is read. Then the check travels through the check transportation path 7. If this information is read normally, "ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER" or other information is printed on the check 6, and the check 6 is delivered to and stored in the first storage pocket 13. Checks 6 that cannot be scanned or read correctly are not printed and are diverted to and stored in the second storage pocket 14.

[0033] Control system

[0034] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram showing the control system of the check processing device 1. The control system of the check processing device 1 has a control unit 101 that is built around a CPU and has memory such as ROM or RAM. The control unit 101 is connected to a host computer system 103 by a communication cable 102.

[0035] The computer system 103 has a display 103a and input/output devices such as a keyboard, mouse, or other operating unit 103b, and commands such as a start command for the check reading operation are input from the computer system 103 to the control unit 101.

[0036] When a command to start check reading is received, the control unit 101 drives the transportation motor 104 for check transportation to feed a check 6 into the check transportation path 7 and convey the fed check 6 through the check transportation path 7. The front image data, back image data, and the magnetic ink character information from the check 6 that was captured by the front contact image scanner 21, the back contact image scanner 22, and the magnetic head 23 are input to the control unit 101. This information is then supplied to the computer system 103 for image processing and character recognition and deciding if the check was read correctly, and the result of this evaluation are then supplied to the control unit 101. The control unit 101 controls driving of the printing mechanism 24 and the gate lever 15 based on the result of this evaluation. Deciding whether the check was read normally could also be done by the control unit 101.

[0037] The control unit 101 controls transporting of the check 6 based on signals from a group of sensors 105 disposed at plural locations along the check transportation path 7. An operating unit 106 including a power switch and other operating switches disposed on the main case 2 is connected to the control unit 101.

[0038] FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing an example of a check processing operation executed by the check processing device 1. When the operator inputs a command to start check reading from the operating unit 103b of the computer system 103, whether a check 6 was inserted to the check insertion unit 9 is detected. If insertion of a check is detected, the check 6 is fed from the check insertion unit 9 and the fed check 6 is transported along the check transportation path 7 (steps S11, S12, S13). An image of the front, an image of the back, and the magnetic ink characters are then read from the conveyed check 6 by the front contact image scanner 21, the back contact image scanner 22, and the magnetic head 23, respectively (step S14).

[0039] The read information is then sent via the communication cable 102 to the computer system 103 (step S15). The computer system 103 then processes the front check image, the back check image, and the magnetic ink character information, and determines if the check was read normally. If the check 6 is transported upside down, the magnetic ink characters cannot be read and a read error results. This is because the magnetic ink character line 6a of the check 6 does not pass over the magnetic head 23. The magnetic ink character information also cannot be read if the check 6 is transported with the front and back reversed, and a read error therefore results. A read error is also returned if any part of the magnetic ink characters cannot be read because the check 6 is creased, torn, or skewed during transportation, for example. A read error is
also returned if the amount or other information cannot be read from the front or back image data because the check 6 is creased, torn, or skewed during transportation, for example. [0040] If the check was read normally, the check 6 is advanced and “ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER” or other information is printed by the printing mechanism 24, and the check 6 is discharged by the gate lever 15 into the first storage pocket 13 (steps ST8, ST9, ST10). The transportation operation ends when the check 6 is stored completely in the first storage pocket 13 (steps ST11, ST12).

[0041] If the check cannot be read or a read error results (step ST8), the position of the gate lever 15 is switched (step ST13). The printing mechanism 24 is also held in the standby position and does not print on the check 6. The check 6 is then diverted and discharged into the second storage pocket 14 by the gate lever 15 (step ST14). The transportation operation ends when the check 6 is stored completely in the second storage pocket 14 (steps ST11, ST12).

[0042] Check feeding device

[0043] FIG. 5 is a schematic view showing the part of the check processing device 1 where the check insertion unit 9, in which the check feeding mechanism is assembled, is located. FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B describe the operation of the presser member.

[0044] The check insertion unit 9 is described first with reference to FIG. 5, FIG. 6A, and FIG. 6B. The check insertion unit 9 is basically defined by left and right first guide face 31 and second guide face 32, and a bottom 33. The first guide face 31 is a straight, flat vertical surface. The second guide face 32 includes a parallel guide surface part 32a that is parallel to and offset a specific distance from the first guide face 31, a perpendicular guide surface part 32b, an inclined guide surface part 32c, and a discharge-side parallel guide surface part 32d. The perpendicular guide surface part 32b bends approximately 90 degrees toward the first guide face 31 from the inside end of the parallel guide surface part 32a. The inclined guide surface part 32c gradually approaches the first guide face 31 from the end of the perpendicular guide surface part 32b. The discharge-side parallel guide surface part 32d continues from the distal end of the inclined guide surface part 32c parallel to and opposite the first guide face 31 with a narrow gap therebetween.

[0045] The parallel guide surface part 32a of the second guide face 32 and the opposing first guide face 31 define the wide pocket 9a for inserting the checks 6. The width of the distal end of the check pocket 9a is narrowed by the perpendicular guide surface part 32b. A check feeder opening 9b is defined at the distal end of the check insertion unit 9 by the inclined guide surface part 32c and the opposing part of the first guide face 31 so that the width of the opening narrows gradually in the check feeding direction. The check feeding channel 8 with a specific narrow width is defined at the end of this check feeder opening 9b by the discharge-side parallel guide surface part 32d and the opposing part of the first guide face 31. The end of this check feeding channel 8 is connected to the check transportation path 7.

[0046] As described above, the check feeding mechanism has a pickup roller 16 and a pressing member 17. The pickup roller 16 feeds the checks 6 loaded in the check insertion unit 9 into the check feeding channel 8, and the pressing member 17 presses the checks 6 against the pickup roller 16. The check feeding mechanism 17 also has a separation mechanism including the separation pad 18 and the retard roller-type separation unit 19 for separating and feeding the checks 6 delivered along the check feeding channel 8 one at a time into the check transportation path 7.

[0047] The pickup roller 16 is disposed on the first guide face 31 toward the inside in the check feeding direction, and the outside surface 16a protrudes from the first guide face 31 into the check pocket 9a. An opening (not shown in the figure) is formed in the parallel guide surface part 32a of the second guide face 32 opposite the pickup roller 16, and the pressing member 17 can move in and out through this opening.

[0048] FIG. 6A shows the pressing member 17 in the retracted position, and FIG. 6B shows the pressing member 17 pivoted to the protruding position. As shown in these figures the pressing member 17 can pivot horizontally on a vertical pivot axis 40 disposed to the main case, and can pivot between a retracted position 17A retracted from the parallel guide surface part 32a of the second guide face 32 shown in FIG. 6A, and a protruding position 17B protruding into the check pocket 9a and pressing against the outside surface 16a of the pickup roller 16 as shown in FIG. 6B. The pressing member 17 is pivotally driven by a drive motor (not shown). If the drive motor is a stepping motor, the pivot position of the pressing member 17 can be controlled based on the number of steps the motor is driven.

[0049] The retracted position 17A of the pressing member 17 is detected by mechanical switches or other sensors (not shown in the figure) that are disposed on the main case. The pressing operation of the pressing member 17 against the checks 6 inserted in the check pocket 9a is permitted, for example, when a check 6 is detected by a transmission type optical sensor (not shown in the figure) that is disposed in the check insertion unit 9. When a check 6 is detected, a command from the computer system 103 (FIG. 3) that is the host device of the check processing device 1, or a manually asserted command, causes the pressing member 17 to pivot from the retracted position 17A to the pickup roller 16 and press the check 6 against the pickup roller 16.

[0050] The separation pad 18 (media offsetting member) disposed in the check feeding channel 8 is attached to an L-shaped support arm 34 that can pivot around a vertical support stud 18b attached to the main case. The support arm 34 has a distal end arm portion 34a and a proximal end arm portion 34b (see FIG. 5), and the arm is positioned to pivot freely on the vertical support stud 18b. The distal end arm portion 34a protrudes from the discharge-side parallel guide surface part 32d of the second guide face 32 into the check feeding channel 8, and the proximal end arm portion 34b extends away from the back of the discharge-side parallel guide surface part 32d.

[0051] A coil tension spring 35 is mounted between the proximal end arm portion 34a and a position on the main case. The force of this coil tension spring 35 constantly urges the distal end arm portion 34a to which the separation pad 18 is attached to pivot into the check feeding channel 8. In this embodiment the distal end of the separation pad 18 on the distal end arm portion 34a is always pressed to the first guide face 31 of the check feeding channel 8 and is held in a position blocking the check feeding channel 8. However, the separation pad can be movable and can retract to the second guide face 32.

[0052] When the separation pad 18 is pressed against the first guide face 31, the separation surface 18a (media offsetting surface) is set to an inclination angle of less than 90 degrees to the check feeding direction. In other words, the separation pad 18 is positioned so that the end of a check 6 that
is fed into the check feeding channel 8 by the pickup roller 16. The check, the separation surface 18a of the separation pad 18, is set so that when pressed against the checks 6 the friction between the separation surface 18a and the checks 6 is greater than the friction coefficient between the checks 6 themselves. This characteristic can be achieved by appropriately selecting the material of the separation pad 18. The separation pad 18 is preferably plastic, and further preferably urethane foam. The urging force of the coil tension spring 35 on the separation pad 18 is so set that the check does not reach the separation surface 18a while being pressed against the separation surface 18a of the separation pad 18.

[0053] The retard roller-type separation unit 19 located downstream from the separation pad 18 includes a separation roller 36 on the first guide face 31 and a retard roller 37 on the other side. The nipping part 19a of the rollers is set to the middle of the width of the check feeding channel 8, and the retard roller 37 is pressed with a compressed surface against the surface of the separation roller 36. The retard roller 37 applies a specific torque load to the check feeding direction by means of a torque limiter not shown.

[0054] The separation roller 36 is rotationally driven by the drive motor 38. As shown in FIG. 5, rotation of the drive motor 38 is transferred from the drive gear 39a through intermediate gears 39b and 39c to the transfer gear 39d, and from the transfer gear 39d to the separation roller 36. The drive motor 38 is also used as the rotational drive source of the pickup roller 16, and torque from the motor is transferred to the pickup roller 16 through the drive gear 39a, gears 39b and 39c, and transfer gear 39d.

[0055] The check feeding operation of the check feeding device is described next with reference to FIG. 7A to FIG. 7D.

[0056] When a stack of checks 6 is inserted to the check insertion unit 9, the insertion of the checks 6 is detected by a sensor not shown. A command from the host device or manual operation then causes the pressing member 17 to pivot into the check insertion unit 9 and press the checks 6 against the pickup roller 16. As a result, the checks 6 that were loaded into the bundle into the check insertion unit 9 are pushed to the pickup roller 16 by the pressure surface 17a of the pressing member 17 at a position toward the inside as shown in FIG. 7A.

[0057] Next, as shown in FIG. 7B, the leading ends of the checks 6 that are fed into the check feeding channel 8 contact the separation surface 18a of the separation pad 18 that blocks the check feeding channel 8, and pass the separation pad 18 while pushing against the separation pad 18. As a result, the checks 6 that are advanced together, the check 6 on the side in contact with the high friction coefficient separation surface 18a separates from the other checks 6. Furthermore, because the separation pad 18 protrudes from the discharge side parallel guide surface part 32 toward the first guide face 31, the checks 6 are pushed to the first guide face 31 side by the separation pad 18 and are pressed to the first guide face 31 while being fed toward the downstream separation unit 19.

[0058] The separation roller 36 and the nipping part 19a of the retard roller 37 are positioned approximately in the center of the width of the check feeding channel 8. As a result, as shown in FIG. 7C, the checks 6 that are advanced while being pressed to the first guide face 31 side (the separation roller 36 side) first contact the outside surface part 36a of the separation roller 36 before reaching the nipping part 19a, ride onto the outside surface part 36a and travel along the outside surface part 36a to the nipping part 19a.

[0059] In this example, three checks 6(1) to 6(3) pass the separation pad 18 in a multi-fed stack and are fed into the separation unit 19. In this case, the check 6(1) that contacts the outside surface part 36a of the separation roller 36 is guided by the outside surface part 36a to the nipping part 19a, passes through the nipping part 19a and is fed toward the check transportation path 7.

[0060] As shown in FIG. 7D, however, the leading end parts 601 of the other two checks 6(2) and 6(3) separate from the nipping part 19a towards the retard roller 37 and contact the outside surface 37a of the retard roller 37 before the nipping area. Because these checks 6(2) and 6(3) are advanced from the separation roller 36 on the opposite side after riding onto the outside surface part 36a of the separation roller 36, these checks contact the outside surface 37a at a large angle to the outside surface 37a.

[0061] If the checks 6 are advanced substantially straight to the nipping part 19a, the leading end parts 601 of the checks 6 contact the outside surface 37a at a small angle to the tangent to the outside surface 37a. As a result, the check 6(2) makes substantially no contact with the outside surface 37a of the retard roller 37 and is advanced to the nipping part 19a. As a result, the check 6(2) that has substantially no contact with the retard roller 37 is fed into the nipping part 19a together with the check 6(1) on the separation roller 36 side and the two checks may be advanced together through the nipping part 19a.

[0062] However, because the checks are offset towards the separation roller 36 and ride onto the outside surface 36a of the roller before proceeding to the nipping part 19a in this aspect of the invention, the leading end parts 601 of the checks 6(2) and 6(3) contact the outside surface 37a of the retard roller 37 at a large angle to the tangent to the retard roller 37. This produces a large load that prevents the checks 6(2) and 6(3) from being fed into the nipping part 19a, and the checks are reliably prevented from being advanced to the nipping part 19a. As a result, only one check 6(1) passes the nipping part 19a and is fed downstream.

[0063] As described above, the checks 6 being fed are advanced toward the retard roller type separation unit 19 while being pressed by the separation pad 18 to the first guide face 31 side of the check feeding channel 8. As a result, only the check 6(1) that is in contact with the outside surface part 36a of the separation roller 36 passes the nipping part 19a and is advanced while the other checks 6(2), 6(3), and so forth contact the outside surface 37a of the retard roller 37 at a large angle to the tangent and are not advanced to the nipping part 19a. It is therefore possible to always reliably pass only one check 6 through the nipping part 19a into the check transportation path 7.

[0064] The check processing device 1 of this embodiment of the invention can therefore reliably feed checks 6 one at a time from the check insertion unit 9. Read errors and situations in which reading is not possible because multiple overlapping checks 6 are fed together can therefore be avoided. Problems such as overlapping checks 6 jamming in the check transportation path 7 and stopping or interrupting operation can also be avoided.
A second embodiment of a check processing device in which the invention is used is described next with reference to FIG. 8 to FIG. 11.

General configuration

FIG. 8 is an oblique view of a check processing device according to a second embodiment of the invention. The check processing device 200 of this second embodiment has a main case 202 and a cover case 203 covering the top of the main case 202, and various parts are assembled inside. A check transportation path 205 for conveying checks 204 is formed in the cover case 203 as a narrow vertical channel that is substantially U-shaped when seen from above.

One end of the check transportation path 205 is connected to a check insertion unit 206 that is a wide vertical slot, and the other end of the check transportation path 205 branches left and right and is connected to first and second check discharge units 207 and 208, both of which are wide vertical slots.

The checks 204 have a magnetic ink character line 204A printed lengthwise along the bottom edge part of the check front 204a. The check amount, payer, check number, and signature are also recorded on the check front 204a against a specific background pattern, and an endorsement line is provided on the check back 204b.

As unprocessed checks 204, which are loaded in a bundle standing on edge in the check insertion unit 206, travel through the check transportation path 205, the front and back sides of the check 204 are imaged and the magnetic ink character line 204A printed on the check front 204a is read. If this information is read normally, an endorsement is printed and the check 204 is directed and discharged into the first check discharge unit 207. If a read error occurs or reading is not possible, an endorsement is not printed and the check 204 is diverted and discharged into the second check discharge unit 208.

FIG. 9 describes the internal structure of the check processing device 200. A check feeding mechanism 210 for feeding the checks 204, which are loaded in a stack, into the check transportation path 205 is assembled in the check insertion unit 206, and the check insertion unit 206 and this check feeding mechanism 210 together render a check feeding device (see FIG. 3).

The check transportation path 205 is a U-shaped path including an upstream-side transportation path portion 221 connected to the check insertion unit 206, a downstream-side transportation path portion 222 connected to the first and second check discharge units 207 and 208, and a curved transportation path portion 222 connecting the portions on the upstream and downstream sides. The transportation mechanism that conveys checks 204 fed from the check insertion unit 206 into the check transportation path 205 along the check transportation path 205 includes plural transportation roller pairs 231 to 236, such as six sets in this embodiment, positioned along the check transportation path 205, and a transportation motor 237 for rotationally driving the transportation roller pairs. A stepping motor, for example, is used as the transportation motor 237.

Disposed in order from the upstream side to the upstream-side transportation path portion 221 of the check transportation path 205 are a magnet 251 for magnetizing the magnetic ink characters, a front contact image scanner 252 as a front image reading means, a back contact image scanner 253 as a back image reading means, and a magnetic head 254 for magnetic ink character reading. A pressure roller 255 for pressing the checks 204 to the magnetic head is disposed opposite the magnetic head 254. A printing mechanism 256 for endorsement printing is disposed to the downstream-side transportation path portion 223 of the check transportation path 205. The printing mechanism 256 can move by means of a drive motor (not shown in the figure) between a printing position pressed against the check 204, and a standby position retracted from the printing position.

The control system of the check processing device 200 according to this second embodiment can be arranged in the same way as the check processing device 1 of the first embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing only the check feeding device including the check insertion unit 206 and the check feeding mechanism 210.

The check insertion unit 206 is defined by right and left first check guide face 211 and second check guide face 212, and a bottom 213. The check guide face 211 is a straight, flat vertical surface. The second check guide face 212 includes a parallel vertical surface part 212a that is parallel to and offset a specific distance from the first check guide face 211, and an inclined vertical surface part 212b that is inclined at an angle of less than 90 degrees from the inside end of the parallel vertical surface part 212a towards the first check guide face 211 side. The inside end part of the first check guide face 211 and the inclined vertical surface part 212b of the second check guide face 212 define a check feed opening 214 of which the open width narrows gradually in the check feeding direction.

The check feeding mechanism 210 has a pickup roller 215 for advancing the checks 204, and a pressing member 216 for pressing the checks 204 against the pickup roller 215. The outside surface 215a of the pickup roller 215 protrudes from a position at the rear open end of the first check guide face 211. An opening (not shown in the figure) extending in the check transportation direction is formed in the second check guide face 212, and the pressing member 216 can move into and retract from the check insertion unit 206 through this opening. When, for example, a photosensor not shown detects that a check 204 was inserted to the check insertion unit 206, a drive mechanism not shown causes the pressing member 216 to advance and press the check 204 against the pickup roller 215 with a prescribed force.

A friction plate 216a made from cork or other high friction material is affixed to the surface of the pressing member 216. The friction between the surface of the friction plate 216a, that is, the check pressing surface 216b, and the check 204 is set to be greater than the friction between the checks.

The width of the distal opening 214a in the transportation direction of the check feed opening 214 narrows to a size enabling a plurality of checks 204 to pass simultaneously. A check feed path 217 is formed continguously to this distal opening 214a. The check feed path 217 is defined by guide surface parts extending from the distal ends of the first check guide face 211 and the second check guide face 212.

The check feed path 217 includes a straight path portion 217a extending in the same direction as the first check guide face 211, an inclined path portion 217b, and a path portion 217c. The inclined path portion 217b continues from the straight path portion 217a and extends at a slight angle to the second check guide face 212 side. The path portion 217c continues from the inclined path portion 217b and extends as
the path width gradually increases. The distal end of the path portion 217c communicates with the upstream end of the transportation path 205.

[0081] The open width of the straight path portion 217a is the same as the width of the distal opening 214a of the check feed opening 214. The inclined path portion 217b slopes at a specific angle to the straight path portion 217a and the width of the inclined path portion 217b is slightly narrower than the straight path portion 217a. The angle of inclination is preferably in the range of approximately 10 degrees to approximately 40 degrees in order to limit the number of checks 204 that are conveyed. A separation pad 218 extending parallel to the first check guide face 211 is disposed to guide the surface part extending from the second check guide face 212 in the inclined path portion 217b.

[0082] The separation pad 218 is a rectangular plate of a specific thickness and the same height as the inclined path portion 217b. The flat separation surface 218a of the separation pad 218 protrudes into the inclined path portion 217b to a position blocking half of the inclined path portion 217b. Because the separation pad 218 is positioned parallel to the straight path portion 217a, the leading end of a check 204 advanced along the inclined path portion 217b contacts the flat separation surface 218a at an angle of approximately 10 degrees to approximately 40 degrees. The separation pad 218 is made from a material with a high coefficient of friction such as EPDM (ethylene-propylene-diene monomer), EPT (ethylene-propylene-terpolymer), or other rubber elastomer.

[0083] A retard roller type separation unit is disposed in the path portion 217c on the downstream side of the separation pad 218. More specifically, a separation roller 219 is disposed on the first check guide face 211 side, and a retard roller 220 is disposed on the other side. The nipping part 219a of these rollers 219 and 220 is set approximately to the center of the width of the path portion 217c, and the retard roller 220 is pressed with prescribed pressure against the surface of the separation roller 219. A torque limiter 220a applies a torque load to the retard roller 220 and restricts rotation.

[0084] The pickup roller 215 and the separation roller 219 are driven rotatory by a feed motor not shown. The pickup roller 215 and the separation roller 219 start rotating simultaneously, and stop simultaneously when the leading end of the check 204 reaches the nipping part of the transportation roller pair 231 (see FIG. 9). The position of the check 204 is detected by a photosensor not shown.

[0085] The check feeding operation of the check feeding device is described next with reference to FIG. 11A to FIG. 11C. A stack of many checks 204 is inserted in the check insertion unit 206. As shown in FIG. 11A, when the checks 204 are inserted, the pressing member 216 advances and presses the checks 204 with a prescribed pressure against the pickup roller 215. When the pickup roller 215 then rotates in the direction of the arrow, the checks 204 are fed towards the check feed opening 214.

[0086] The friction panel 216a is affixed to the surface of the pressing member 216 so that movement of the check group on the pressing member 216 side is limited and only the check group on the pickup roller 215 side advances. Because of this preliminary separation unit rendered by the friction panel 216a, only a group of checks on the pickup roller 215 side of the checks 204 in the check insertion unit 206 are advanced.

[0087] The inclined vertical surface part 212b that defines one surface of the check feed opening 214 gradually narrows the width of the check feed opening 214 in the check transportation direction. The leading ends of the checks 204 on the inclined vertical surface part 212b side therefore contact the inclined vertical surface part 212b and their movement is restricted. As a result, only a group of checks of a number that can pass the distal opening 214a of the check feed opening 214 are advanced from the distal opening 214a of the check feed opening 214 into the check feed path 217. The check feed opening 214 with a pointed end thus renders a first separation unit A, and this first separation unit A limits the size of the advanced check group to at most a few checks.

[0088] The check group that advances into the check feed path 217 then hits the flat separation surface 218a of the separation pad 218 at an approach angle in the range of approximately 10 degrees to approximately 40 degrees. As a result, the leading ends of the plural checks 204 that are advanced in a bunch are separated in the transportation direction by the flat separation surface 218a of the separation pad 218. Because the channel width at the downstream end of the separation pad 218 in the transportation direction is narrowed by the separation pad 218, at most about two checks 204 can pass. Therefore, as shown in FIG. 11B, the check group advanced by the pickup roller 215 is reduced to at most two overlapping checks 204 in this second check separation unit B rendered by the separation pad 218, and these few checks are fed into a third check separation unit C rendered by the nipping part 219a of the separation roller 219 and the retard roller 220.

[0089] Of the two checks 204 fed into the nipping part 219a of the rollers 219 and 220 (third check separation unit C), advancement of the check 204 on the retard roller 220 side is restricted and only the check 204 on the opposite side in contact with the separation roller 219 is advanced. More specifically, only one check 204 is fed into the check transportation path 205. Because only one or two checks are fed into the retard-roller-type third check separation unit C, the checks 204 are reliably separated one at a time by this separation unit C and fed one at a time into the check transportation path 205 as shown in FIG. 11C.

[0090] Furthermore, the checks 204 that are fed by the pickup roller 215 are advanced to the third check separation unit C while being pressed by the separation pad 218 against the first check guide face 211 side of the check feed path 217. More specifically, the checks are shifted to the first check guide face 211 side as they are fed into the nipping part 219a of the separation roller 219 and the retard roller 220. As a result, only the check 204 that contacts the surface of the separation roller 219 passes the nipping part 219a and is fed downstream. The other checks 204 contact the surface of the retard roller 220 at a large angle to the retard roller tangent. As a result, these other checks 204 are not advanced through the nipping part 219a. The check offsetting function of the separation pad 218 therefore also helps to ensure that only one check 204 ever passes the nipping part 219a and advances into the check transportation path 205.

[0091] As described above the check processing device 200 of this second embodiment reliably feeds the checks 204 one at a time from the check insertion unit 206. Read errors and situations in which reading is not possible because multiple overlapping checks 204 are fed together can therefore be avoided. Problems such as overlapping checks 204 jamming
in the check transportation path 205 and stopping or interrupting operation can also be avoided.

[0092] The foregoing first and second embodiments of the invention are described using the check feeding device of a check processing device by way of example. The invention is not limited to being used in the check feeding device of a check processing device, however, and can be used in sheet media feeding devices for advancing different kinds of sheet media one sheet at a time. The invention can, for example, be used as a print paper feeding device for feeding paper one sheet at a time in a printer, a scanner, or a photocopier, for example.

[0093] Although the present invention has been described in connection with the preferred embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be noted that various changes and modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Such changes and modifications are to be understood as included within the scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims, unless they depart therefrom.

What is claimed is:

1. A sheet media feeding device comprising:
   a media feed path for feeding sheet media; and
   a media separator for separating sheet media that are overlapping when advanced into the media feed path;
   wherein the media separator includes
   a separation roller,
   a retard roller that is pressed against the separation roller and applies a torque load, and
   a media offsetting member for feeding the sheet media to a nipping part of the separation roller and the retard roller with the sheet media offset to the separation roller side.

2. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 1, wherein the nipping part is positioned approximately in a center of the width of the media feed path.

3. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 1, wherein:
   the media feed path comprises a first side wall to which the separation roller is disposed, and
   a second side wall to which the retard roller is disposed; and
   the media offsetting member protrudes from the second side wall side into the media feed path.

4. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 3, further comprising:
   a support unit that supports the media offsetting member so that the media offsetting member can advance into and retract from the media feed path from the second side wall side; and
   an urging member that urges and holds the media offsetting member protruding into the media feed path.

5. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 4, wherein:
   the urging force of the urging member is set so that the media offsetting member is pressed against the sheet media traveling along the media feed path and can retract to the second side wall side.

6. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 5, wherein:
   the media offsetting member is pressed to the first side wall by the urging force of the urging member.

7. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 6, wherein:
   the media offsetting member comprises a media offsetting surface that the leading end of the sheet media traveling through the media feed path can contact at an approach angle of less than 90 degrees.

8. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 7, wherein:
   the friction characteristic of the media offsetting surface is set so that the friction produced between the media offsetting surface and the sheet media is greater than the friction produced between the sheet media.

9. A media sheet separation method for a sheet media feeding device, the sheet media separation method comprising steps of:
   pressing stacked sheet media against a pickup roller;
   sequentially feeding the stacked sheet media by the pickup roller from the side of the sheet media contacting the pickup roller;
   guiding the leading end of the sheet media along the outside surface of a separation roller to a nipping part by feeding the sheet media advanced by the pickup roller to the nipping part of a separation roller and a retard roller that is pressed against the separation roller with the sheet media offset to the separation roller side by a media offsetting member; and
   preventing second sheet media, which are any sheet media in a stack of sheet media advanced to the nipping part other than a first sheet medium touching a separation roller, from passing the nipping part by causing the leading end of at least one second sheet medium to butt against the outside surface of the retard roller.

10. The sheet media separation method for a sheet media feeding device described in claim 9, wherein:
    the leading end of sheet media advanced from the pickup roller contacts a media offsetting surface of the media offsetting member at an angle of less than 90 degrees at a position before the nipping part; and
    the media offsetting surface offsets the sheet media to the separation roller side as the sheet media are fed towards the nipping part.

11. The sheet media separation method for a sheet media feeding device described in claim 10, wherein:
    the friction produced between the media offsetting surface and the sheet media is greater than the friction produced between the sheet media; and
    a part of the sheet media that are advanced while stacked and pressed against the media offsetting surface is separated by the media offsetting surface.

12. A sheet media processing device comprising:
    the sheet media feeding device described in any of claims 1 to 8;
    a media insertion unit in which sheet media are inserted in a stack;
    a pickup roller for feeding sheet media from this media insertion unit into the media feed path;
    a pressure member for pressing the sheet media loaded in the media insertion unit against the pickup roller;
    a media transportation path for transporting sheet media fed from the media feed path; and
    a media processing unit disposed to the media transportation path.

13. A sheet media feeding device comprising:
    a media insertion unit in which sheet media are inserted in a stack;
a media feeder opening that communicates the media insertion unit with a media feed path;
a pickup roller for feeding sheet media from the media insertion unit through the media feeder opening into the media feed path;
a pressure member for pressing the sheet media loaded in the media insertion unit against the pickup roller;
a first media separation unit formed by gradually reducing the width of the media feeder opening of the media insertion unit in the media transportation direction;
a second media separation unit composed of a separation pad disposed to the media feed path; and
a third media separation unit disposed to the media feed path on the downstream side of the separation pad;
wherein the third media separation unit includes a separation roller and a retard roller that is pressed against the separation roller and applies a torque load; and
the separation pad of the second media separation unit is disposed so that the sheet media are offset to the separation roller side when advanced toward the nipping part of the separation roller and the retard roller.

14. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 13, further comprising:
a first media guide surface and an opposing second media guide surface that define the media insertion unit and the media feeder opening;
wherein the outside surface part of the pickup roller protrudes from the first media guide surface to the media insertion unit;
the first media guide surface is a flat surface that extends substantially in a straight line; and
the distal end part in the media transportation direction of the second media guide surface in the media insertion unit is an inclined surface that slopes toward the first media guide surface side.

15. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 13, wherein the nipping part is positioned approximately in a center of the width of the media feed path.

16. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 13, wherein:
the media feed path comprises a first side wall to which the separation roller is disposed, and
a second side wall to which the retard roller is disposed;
and
the separation pad protrudes from the second side wall side into the media feed path.

17. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 16, further comprising:
a support unit that supports the separation pad so that the separation pad can advance into and retract from the media feed path from the second side wall side; and
an urging member that urges and holds the separation pad protruding into the media feed path.

18. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 17, wherein:
the urging force of the urging member is set so that the separation pad is pressed against the sheet media traveling along the media feed path and can retract to the second side wall side.

19. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 18, wherein:
the separation pad is pressed to the first side wall by the urging force of the urging member.

20. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 13, wherein:
the separation pad comprises a media separation surface that the leading end of sheet media traveling through the media feed path contact at an approach angle of less than 90 degrees.

21. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 20, wherein:
the friction characteristic of the media separation surface is set so that the friction produced between the media separation surface and the sheet media is greater than the friction produced between the sheet media.

22. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 13, wherein:
the friction characteristic of the media pressing surface of the pressure member is set so that the friction produced between the media pressing surface and the sheet media is greater than the friction produced between the sheet media.

23. A sheet media separation method for a sheet media feeding device, the sheet media separation method comprising steps of:
pressing stacked sheet media against a pickup roller;
sequentially feeding the stacked sheet media by the pickup roller from a side of the sheet media contacting the pickup roller;
reducing the multi feed count of sheet media fed into the media feed path by a first separation operation that feeds sheet media fed by the pickup roller into the media feed path through a media feeder opening that gradually reduces the path width in the sheet media transportation direction;
reducing the multi feed count of the sheet media by a second separation operation that causes the leading ends of sheet media fed to the media feed path to contact a media separation surface of a separation pad disposed to the media feed path at an angle of less than 90 degrees and be fed along the media separation surface; and
separating and feeding the sheet media one sheet at a time to the downstream side of the nipping part by a third separation operation that feeds the sheet media after passing the media separation surface through a nipping part of a separation roller and a retard roller.
wherein in the second separation operation using the separation pad the leading ends of the sheet media are guided over the surface of the separation roller to the nipping part by feeding the sheet media to the nipping part while offset to the separation roller side by the media separation surface; and preventing second sheet media, which are any of the sheet media fed in a multi feed state to the nipping part other than a first sheet touching the separation roller, from passing the nipping part by causing the leading ends of the second sheet media to contact the outside surface of the retard roller.

24. The sheet media separation method for a sheet media feeding device described in claim 23, further comprising steps of:
setting the friction produced between the sheet media and a media pressing surface of a pressure member that presses sheet media in a stack against the pickup roller greater than the friction produced between the sheet media; and
a preliminary separation operation that limits the number of sheet media that are fed to the media feeder opening by the media pressing surface.

25. A sheet media processing apparatus comprising:
the sheet media feeding device described in any of claims 13 to 22;
a sheet media transportation path for transporting sheet media fed from this sheet media feeding device; and
a media processing unit disposed along the media transportation path.

26. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 7, wherein said approach angle is in the range of approximately 10 degrees to approximately 40 degrees.

27. The sheet media feeding device described in claim 1, wherein said sheet media contacts said retard roller at a large angle.

28. A sheet media feeding device comprising:
a media insertion unit in which sheet media are inserted in a stack;
a first media separation unit for reducing the number of sheet media fed;
a second media separation unit for further reducing the number of sheet media fed; and
a third media separation unit for further reducing the number of sheet media fed.

* * * * *